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Greetings from LTI Korea!

In 2013, LTI Korea went through numerous changes. First, we reorganized into three divisions, 

seven departments, and three affiliated organizations in order to provide service effectively. We 

have also officially started collaborating with other organizations to introduce Korean culture to 

the world by signing MOU with about 20 related organizations. 

In the year 2013, LTI Korea went from a passive local organization to an international one, actively 

introducing Korean literature and culture to the world. Firstly, we established an English Team for 

the overseas expansion of Korean literature; foreign ambassadors visited LTI Korea and discussed 

the invigoration of cultural exchange as well as the publication of Korea-related books in their 

countries. For example, Argo Publishing Company in Prague decided to publish the Korean litera-

ture series by the proposition of Ambassador Jaroslav Olša, Jr. of the Czech Republic and has al-

ready published two books as part of that series in 2013. In addition, we published the five-volume 

set Korean Classic Literature, with The Korea Herald for the foreign readers in Korea. Furthermore, 

LTI Korea and Dalkey Archive Press published the first round of ten volumes from a twenty-five 

book project, under the title of the Library of Korean Literature series.

The year 2013 was also a year of numerous accomplishments in promoting Korean literature 

through digital media, as we established our E-book Team. For example, Bae Suah’s Highway with 

Green Apples was included in Day One, Amazon’s electronic magazine read by twenty thousand 

members, and we have also sent novels for consideration at Amazon’s request. Furthermore, LTI 

Korea completed the registration of two hundred and forty two Korean writers in Wikipedia with 

the collaboration of Professor Charles Montgomery and his team, and the database that homog-

enized confusing Romanization of Korean writers’ names in English. The LTI Korea Library, an 

affiliated organization with LTI Korea, began running a digital library in collaboration with major 

libraries in the world.

As a result, in 2013 LTI Korea received for the first time since its establishment a grade of an A on 

the management evaluation of public institutions by the Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism, 

which also co-ranked us as third on the evaluation of digital technology capacity. In 2013, Alena 

Hánaková, the Czech Republic’s Minister of Culture visited LTI Korea and conferred us a medal 

in appreciation of the accomplishments in the cultural exchanges in the two countries. This greatly 

encourages LTI Korea, along with the citation by the Minister for Culture, Sports and Tourism for 

our transparent business accounting at the end of December, 2012. 

LTI Korea will actively collaborate with Korean Studies scholars and translators overseas in the 

future, and nurture outstanding translators through its affiliated educational institution, the LTI 

Korea Translation Academy. We will also strive to become a global institution that introduces Ko-

rean literature and culture to the world. 

KIM Seong-Kon, Ph.D
President

Literature Translation Institute of Korea

February, 2014
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2013 Project Highlights

1. Special Event 1: LTI Korea Forums

The LTI Korea Forums, which started in 2009, is a major project of LTI Korea’s foreign 

exchange program. This project strengthens the network of foreign writers, publishers, and 

translators and seeks strategy for localizing and internationally promoting Korean literature. The 

forums, therefore, are held at the center of foreign literature and publication and continuously 

discuss methods to elevate Korean literature to the rank of internationally renowned literature. 

LTI Korea held its forum in Buenos Aires, Argentina, for the first time in 2013. The Japan Forum 

celebrated the invitation of the Tokyo International Book Fair to Korea as the guest of honor 

country; it brought together ten Korean writers and literary critics and seven Japanese writers. 

In addition, we held forums in six different countries, including Germany, China, France, and 

the U.S.
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1) LTI Korea: The Argentina Forum

The LTI Korea Forum in Argentina was held in Buenos Aires, the capital city of Argentina, 

from April 25th to May 5th. The forum was held both for examining the possibilities of localization 

of Korean literature in Argentina and for a literary event with the writer Han Kang.

The organizing committee of the Buenos Aires International Book Fair, the largest book fair 

in South America, invited the writer Han Kang, the only Asian writer for the event, particularly 

because her book, The Vegetarian (La vegetariana), had been translated and published in Spanish 

language this year. All the major Argentine media, such as TELAM, Clain, Tiempo Argentino, 

Perfil, and La Nacion, introduced the writer of The Vegetarian with the book reviews to Argentine 

readers before the forum was held, and the literary event was held in collaboration with local 

publishers to attract the participation of local writers, publishers, and readers. This literary event 

with Han Kang has assured a profound understanding and interest in Korean literature and 

culture in Argentina. 

In addition, during the period of the events, LTI Korea signed the MOU with Bajo la Luna 

publishing company, who published The Vegetarian, and prepared the foundation to introduce 

Korean literature by donating books of Korean literature to the Argentine Library of Congress. 
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2) LTI Korea: The Japan Forum

The LTI Korea Forum in Japan was held as a literary event celebrating the invitation to the 

Tokyo International Book Fair, which has been held from July 3rd to 6th, as the guest of honor 

country. The Tokyo International Book Fair is the largest book fair held in Japan, the second-

biggest publishing market in the world, and is held at the Tokyo Big Sight every year. LTI Korea 

held seven different Korean literature events with ten writers and critics, such as Kim Uchang, 

Choi Seungho, Oh Jung-Hee, Lee Seung-U, Koo Hyo Seo, Park Seongwon, Han Kang, Kim 

Yeonsu, An Heonmi, and Kim Aeran.

The discourse on the topic, “Universality in Civilization of East Asia,” between the emeritus 

professor of Korea University, Kim Uchang, and the philosopher Karatani Kojin was held on 
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the first day of the book fair, July 3rd. This remarkable event, the keynote lecture of the Korean 

literature event series, drew a lot of attention with the two giant thinkers and scholars who 

represent the two countries of Korea and Japan. Professor Kim talked first, and discussed the 

differences in the process of modernization between Korea and Japan as well as the current 

tendency in Korean literature in relation to Korean history from the colonial period to present. 

Karatani lectured on the meaning of Confucianism as the pacifist ideology and compared the 

differences of how the fundamental idea of Confucianism, “Mandate of Heaven: The Will of the 

Heaven Is the Will of the People,” influenced the societies of Korea and Japan. 

The next day, July 4th, brought two literary events. The first event, with the theme “Speak 

Korean Literature,” was hosted by the writer Lee Seung-U, novelist Nakazawa Kei, and the 

literary critic and professor from Hosei University, Kawamura Minato. The writer Lee Seung-U 

introduced his writing philosophy: “I have been writing with the thought that literature is not 

written by demand of era and society, but it is to save the writer himself before changing the 

society.” Professor Kawamura commented on Lee’s work: “his work is high quality literature 

leading trend in today’s Korea.” The second event on the same day was held under the theme 

“Women’s Self-identity and Literature” with the Korean writers Oh Jung-Hee and Han Kang, and 

Nakagami Nori, who is the daughter of the literary giant in Japanese pure literature, Nakagami 

Kenji, as well as a writer. They discussed how femininity had been observed by each generation 

and from the writers’ perspective, and they also talked about their literary perspective.

In the event, “My Life, My Poem,” held on July 5th, the poets Choi Seungho and An 

Heonmi and the pro-Korean Japanese poet Sagawa Aki commented on poetry’s function as 

social critique and its problem of attunement of artistic value. The poets discussed various social 

problems that both countries had been through, the social changes caused by those problems, 

their personal struggles and changes as poets, and furthermore the process of change in the 

literary world. They all agreed that both countries’ chronological changes and the conditions 

of the literary community seemed very different on the surface, but also overlapped in many 

ways. The second event from this day was called “City and Story: Seeking Life in Community” 

with Novelists Koo Hyo Seo and Park Seongwon and the Akutagawa Prize awardee, Nakamura 

Fuminori. This session showed that their mutual interest for both countries of Korean and Japan 

in the contemporary era is in how social systems such as the family have dramatically changed 

and how one can find an alternative way of life in community. 

On the last day, July 6th, the writers Kim Yeonsu and Kim Aeran had a discussion under 

the theme “What Does Communication Mean in Literature?: About Courage Affirming Life” 

with the Japanese writer Kawakami Mieko. As the young writers on the spotlight from Korea 

and Japan gathered at the event, the event hall was packed with over 100 people present. At the 

end of the event, the well-known Japanese writer Hirano Keiichiro made a surprise appearance 

and participated in an active exchange between the writers of Korea and Japan. In the evening, 
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the reading session “The Night with Korean Literature” was held at the Hanmadang Hall of 

the Korean Cultural Center and offered an opportunity to hear the writers Oh Jung-Hee, 

Choi Seungho, and Lee Seung-U read the works in their own voices along with the 5th Korean 

Literature English Essay Contest in Japan.

The seven Korean literary events celebrating the invitation to the the Tokyo International 

Book Fair were very successful, and almost every event was packed. Although the Korean Wave 

has been sweeping the world, “K-Literature” is still unfamiliar even to Japan where numerous 

Korean pop stars and the cultural contents attract a lot of attention. The difference of the amount 

of translated and published literature between Korea and Japan is huge. This was caused by 

various reasons, such as the difference between the two countries’ demand in literature, the 

characteristics of Korean literature that had been introduced to Japan, and the particularities 

behind the historical background of the two countries. Therefore, the cultural exchange at these 

events will widen the understanding of Korean literature.

3) LTI Korea: The Germany Forum

The LTI Korea Germany Forum was held for two days from October 14th to October 15th 

in Bonn and Bochum. This forum, titled “Korean Literature in German Publishing Market,” 
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brought together publishers, journalists, and literary agents at seminars and reading sessions of 

Korean writers’ works, seeking to expand the local reception of Korean literature. 

At the forum that was held at the University of Bonn, the editor-in-chief of Ostasien 

publishing company, Dorothee Schaab-Hanke; the publisher of Konkursbuch publishing 

company, Claudia Gehrke; the reporter from SWR2 broadcasting company, Katahrina 

Borchardt; and the director of the literature institute, LITPROM (Geschellschaft zur Förderung 

der Literautur aus Afrika, Asien und Lateinamerika), Anita Djafari; participated as keynote 

speakers of the forum hosted by Professor Park Hee-seok of the Department of Korean Studies at 

the University of Bonn. They had an enthusiastic discussion regarding strategies for acceptance of 

Korean literature in Germany. Following that, the Korean literature event held at Poppelsdorfer 

Palace (Poppelsdorfer Schloss), located in the city center of Bonn, saw poets Kim Kwang-Kyu 

and Shin Dalja and novelists Kim Young-ha reading and engaging with the audience. In this 

event about sixty people, including students from the University of Bonn, publishers, and the 

general audience, attended.

On the 15th, LTI Korea held a literary event at Rottstr 5 Gallery in downtown Bochum. As 

many readers as seats in the gallery gathered, and all the books of poets Kim and Shin, which 

were displayed at the book selling booth at the event, sold out. This event assured that Korean 

poets have been well received by the wide spectrum of local readers in Germany. 

This forum in Germany functioned as the ground for examining the current state of Korean 

literature from multiple perspectives and for seeking ways of communication in the changing 

German publishing market. The Germany forum also was an opportunity for local readers to be 

reintroduced to Korean literature through these literary events.
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4) LTI Korea: The France Forum

The LTI Korea France Forum was held in Aix-en-Provence, Portiragnes, and Paris from 

October 24th to 29th. This France forum brought together novelists Eun Heekyung and Apple 

Kim, who both recently published The Inheritance (Eun) and Mina (Kim) in France respectively, 

and the writer Jung Young Moon, who is currently part of the Writers Residence program in 

Aix-en-Provence and published The Moonstruck Clown in French language.

The first event held at the Aix-en-Provence Cité du livre on the 24th was hosted by Jean-

Claude Decrescenzo, Professor of Université de Provence and Editor-in-Chief of Decrescenzo 

Editeurs publishing company. The writers Eun Heekyung, Jung Young Moon, and Apple Kim 

read parts of their works and participated in the discussion session. The audience of about 250 

readers from Aix-en-Provence and southern France gathered and showed their passion for Korean 

literature. 

The second event was held at a bookstore in a small village of Portiragnes in the Languedoc 

region on the 25th. The event was hosted by Thierry Guichard, the founder and the reporter of 

the renowned French literary magazine, Le Matricule des Anges, in 1992. The author reading and 

Q&A session introduced local readers to new Korean literature releases.

In Paris, the continuing events were held at a university and a bookstore separately, on the 

28th and the 29th. One of the events was held at BULAC, which is a library specializing in foreign 

literature, located between Paris VII: Université Paris Diderot and INALCO (Institut National 

des Langue et Civilisations orientales). It offered a comprehensive understanding of Korean 

literature, having many students who attended even during their school break. The last event was 

a discussion session with writers, a reading session, and a signing event at one of the most well-
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known bookstores even in Paris, L’Ecume des Pages, which is located in Saint-Germain-Des-Prés. 

The event was hosted by Decrescenzo again, and the three writers all had a session with French 

readers and journalists.

France is the top country in all Europe in which Korean literature has recorded bestsellers 

in her publishing market and Korean literature has been actively published. These days, not 

only the renowned Korean writers but also young Korean writers have been actively introduced. 

The forum in France allowed us to experience the French readers’ interest and affection towards 

Korean literature. LTI Korea expects to be able to deliver the richness of Korean literature by 

offering more diverse events in the local scale in the future. 

5) LTI Korea: The China Forum

The LTI Korean Forum in China was held for two days on October 26th and 28th in Dalian 

and Shanghai. The writer Gong Sun-Ok, who published Come to Millet Field this year in China; 

and the writer Kim Aeran, who published Run, Daddy, Run last year; participated and had 

a meeting with readers and publishers. The two writers talked about the topics of the social 

circumstances of their own works and the young generation living in the current society; they 

also continued to discuss on the mutual topic as women writers.
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On the 26th, the event was held at Dalian University of Foreign Languages. The event started 

in the morning with Professor Jin He Zhe of Harbin Institute of Technology, who presented an 

article on translation. In the afternoon the writers and students attended a translation seminar 

and met with authors. The translation seminar for graduate students proceeded as a Q&A 

discussion of the students’ relevant opinions as well as questions on the process of translation 

in regard to the writers’ works after the students read the writers’ short stories and translated in 

Chinese. Being the biggest department of Korean Studies in China, the students impressed the 

authors with their outstanding Korean language skills; they did not even need an interpreter. 

The second event in the afternoon, “The Meeting with Authors,” connected the undergraduate 

students with the writers so they could talk about the writers’ works and their lives as writers.

The event held at the Korean Cultural Center, Shanghai, on the evening of the 28th, included 

the Chinese writer Yao E Mei. The event started with the opening speech of the president of the 

Korean Cultural Center, Kim Jin-Gon, and the vice editor-in-chief of Shanghai Literature & Art 

Publishing House, Wei Xin Hong, and continued with the discussion of three women writers 

from both Korea and China. The participation of the Korean Cultural Center and the local 

publishers as co-sponsors brought positive results in terms of promotion and media reports of 

the event. It offered an opportunity to seek an even plan through the collaboration with leading 

publishers and organizations in major cities in China, to reconsider the recognition of Korean 

literature.

6) LTI Korea: The U.S. Forum

The LTI Korea Forum in the United States was held in New York City for two days on 

November 14th and 15th. On the 14th, “Meet the Authors: An Evening of Korean Literature” 

featured Hailji, Seo Hajin, and Lee Kiho. On the 15th in NAOKOL (North American Workshop 
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on Korean Literature), the panel session of the writers was held. The event on the 14th was co-

sponsored by the Center for Korean Research of Columbia University. In the event, the audience 

of about forty people included publishing agents, translators, and readers, and they had a Q&A 

session on various topics about Korean literature and culture, such as the writers’ lives and works, 

the translation process of their works, and changes in Korean society. Next day on the 15th, 

in NAOKOL sponsored by LTI Korea and hosted by Columbia University, the panel session 

with the writers offered an opportunity of exchange between Korean studies scholars in North 

America and Korean writers.

This year's forum in the United States was an attempt to expand popular and academic 

common ground of Korean literature in New York City, the U.S. center of publication. The 

forum on both days assured the growing interest in Korean literature in the U.S. and offered 

a chance to actively promote Korean literature since the event was held immediately after the 

publication of Library of Korean Literature by Dalkey Archive Press. 

2.  Special Event 2: The 11th Korean Literature Translation Award/ The 12th 

Korean Literature Translation Award for New Career Translators

LTI Korea organizes “The Korean Literature Translation Award” and “The Korean Literature 

Translation Award for New Career Translators” to award outstanding Korean literature translation 

works, to encourage translators, and to promote the quality of translations. In 2013 the Korean 

Literature Translation Award that was formerly held biennially has been changed to an annual 

award, and LTI Korea intends to offer the opportunity for the translators from more diverse 

language regions to be awarded by expanding the number of prizewinning work to four different 

works. The former awardees have become LTI Korea’s valuable human resources network. This 

year’s awardees are also expected to actively work on translations as a mediator to share their 

works in the future with many readers in the world.
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1) The 11th Korean Literature Translation Award

The 11th Korean Literature Translation Award ceremony, which intends to encourage 

outstanding Korean literature translators and promote the quality of translations with the 

awards, was held on the 20th floor of the Korea Press Center on November 27th. This year’s awards 

went to the English translator of Kim Youn-ha’s Black Flower, Charles La Shure; the Spanish 

translator of Yun Heung-gil’s Nine Pairs of Shoes (Nueve pares de zapatos), Song Byeong Sun; 

the Chinese translator of Lee Mun Ku’s The Story of Gwanchon (冠村隨筆), Jin He Zhe; and the 

Czech translators of Ilyeon’s Memorabilia of the Three Kingdoms (Odkazy Tříkrálovství), Miriam 

Löwensteinová and Marek Zemánek. 
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The 11th Korean Literature Translation Award evaluated 110 books published in nineteen 

languages by their local publishers between January 1st, 2011 and December 31st, 2012. On the 

first screening, the non-Korean evaluation committee consisted of editors from foreign publishers 

or Korean Studies scholars who evaluated them by readability, literary style, and degree of local 

reception. They recommended 5 semifinalists maximum in each language group. In the second 

screening on 47 books in eighteen languages, the Korean national committee selected a single 

finalist in each language group based on the understanding of the original work and degree of 

substantiality of the translation and completion. As a result, 14 books in 14 languages were 

submitted to the final evaluation. In the final screening, and after heated discussions, 2 books 

in English/European languages and 2 books in Asian languages/minority languages (language 

groups with less than 3 books to evaluate) were selected. 

While evaluating these works in different language groups, the priority for the committee 

members were reliability on the interpretation of the original work, degree of completion as a 

literary text in translation, accessibility of the translated text. The importance of these standards 

could differ from each other depending on each language group, but the award intended to 

prevent crowding prize-winning books on a specific language group in order to serve its purpose 

of the localization of Korean literature in the world.

The award-winning works were decided by all the committee members’ vote after having 

a number of discussions at the final stage. As a result, Charles La Shure’s translation of Kim 

Young-ha’s Black Flower in English was highly regarded for its degree of completion as well as 

the translator’s achievement of successfully translating Korean modern literature. Song Byeong 

Sun’s translation of Yun Heung-gil’s Nine Pairs of Shoes (Nueve Pares de zapatos) in Spanish, 

the prize-winning work in European languages, received reviews that it showed an outstanding 

understanding of the original work. The translation of Jin He Zhe (Kim Yeom) in Chinese, Lee 

Mun Ku’s The Story of Kwanchon and the prize-winning work in Asian languages, was highly 

received as a reliable translation of the original work’s particular writing style and wording. 

Miriam Löwensteinová and Marek Zemánek’s translation in Czech, Ilyeon’s Memorabilia of the 

Three Kingdoms, the award-winning work in minority languages, was considered particularly as 

a translation of a Korean classics. The committee especially focused on the interest in Korean 

Studies in Eastern Europe. Furthermore, it was highly received for having settled the problems 

of translating terms that are innate to Korean Classics. 
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2) The 12th Korean Literature Translation Award for New Career Translators

The Korean Literature Translation Award for New Career Translators is held every year to 

vitalize the profession of Korean literature translator and recruit new translators in order to 

introduce Korean literature to foreign countries. 2013 marked the 12th year of the award and 

selected seven prize winners. The ceremony was held at the International Conference Hall of the 

Korea Press Center, along with the Korean Literature Translation Award.

The year’s assigned works for translations were two different works: Ha Seong-nan’s Cutting 

Across the Afternoon of Life for the Western language group and Ham Jeung im’s After Dinner for 

Asian language group. The translation submissions that were submitted from March 18th to April 

8th were 247 applications in 7 languages (86 in English, 4 in French, 6 in German, 7 in Spanish, 

12 in Russian, 56 in Chinese, and 76 in Japanese). In the language group that had more than 

20 applications, the pre-screening process proceeded and recommended 20 excellent works. The 

committee of non-Koreans and Korean nationals took part in the main evaluation process, and 
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decided the prize-winning works for each language group through gathering and consulting all 

the results at the final screening. 

The common opinion of the committee on the final stage was that even though the sample 

translations, Ha Seung-nan’s Cutting Across the Afternoon of Life for Western language group and 

Ham Jeung im’s After Dinner, were difficult to translate, the applicants showed generally good 

standards of translating abilities. During the final screening process, the judge committee tried 

to comprehend the translators’ potential to grow into outstanding translators in the future while 

evaluating their works by the ability of recognition of the verb tenses in the original work, the 

precision of apprehension of the original work including the title of the work, and delivering the 

original into one’s own writing style through comparing and analyzing the text. 

The awardees of the Korean Literature Translation Award for New Career Translators were 

invited to the award ceremony. They stayed for four days in Korea and participated in a literary 

trip in Seoul with Professor Yeon Nam Kyung at the Department of Korean Language and 

Literature at Ewha Woman’s University on the 26th. They visited the Museum of Korean Modern 

Literature in the morning and were introduced to the Korean modern and contemporary writers. 

They also visited the Literary Museum of Yun Dong-Ju and the house of Yi Tae Jun and had 

a time to imagine the lives of those writers along with their works. On the 27th, LTI Korea 

offered “Meet with the Author: with the Awardees of the Korean Literature Translation Award 

for New Career Translators” and the translators for the Western language group met with novelist 

Ha Seong-nan. The translators asked her questions they had about her work and discussed the 

difficult parts of translating.
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 LTI Korea’s Translation and Publication Grants
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The noticeable achievements in 2013 LTI Korea’s Translation and Publication projects 

complimented the translation grants program through Grants for Translation of Texts that are 

not on the recommendation list (List of Books Recommended for the Translation), the revival of 

Grants for Translation of Films and Performances, the new E-book project, and the publication 

of ten books of Library of Korean Literature series by Dalkey Archive Press.

The LTI Korea List of Books Recommended for Translation (hereafter “The List”) that has 

been operating since 2010 has dramatically increased the submissions for the translation grant by 

resolving the difficulties for translators to choose a book and receive the copyrights permission. 

As a result, it allows us to discover and support outstanding translators. However, translators and 

writers have been complaining that books not included on “The List” are entirely unable to apply 

for the translation grant. In order to solve this problem, LTI Korea has introduced a new system 

in addition to “The List”, which allows the translators to apply for translation grant for a text of 

their choice. The Book Selection Committee evaluates the applicants’ chosen texts for inclusion 

on “The List” through quarterly meetings. Through this new system, three books have received 

translation grants, including those already being negotiated for publication overseas. 

The Grants for Translation of Films and Performances first started in 2007 as the Translation 

Grant Project for the Field of Fundamental Arts and was suspended in 2012 because of budgetary 

problems. It has been revived this year as part of the Literature Exchange Program, reflecting 

constant requests from the related organizations. The grant program has supported 26 works 

of subtitle translation, which were selected by each performing and film-related organization 

through the collaboration agreement with each other in 2013. The program has contributed to 

introduce the Korean performing and film culture by offering translated subtitles not only to 

people overseas, but also to numerous foreigners in Korea. 

In addition, keeping up with the tendency of the fast-growing e-book market worldwide, 

LTI Korea has initiated the E-book Project and directed the E-book Publication Grant Program 

for foreign publishers and the publication of 20th century Korean literature as e-books through 

discussions with the experts in the field early in 2013. The E-book Publication Grant Program 

for foreign publishers focused mostly on converting published paper books into the e-books, 

and this has been an opportunity for LTI Korea to discover the differing view of publishers and 

copyright holders regarding e-book rights, which sometimes prevented Korean literature from 

being actively published as e-books. As for the translation and publication of 20th century Korean 

literature as e-books, LTI Korea has selected and translated 20 books by 13 authors published 

between 1910 and 1950. These works were chosen from a list of public domain works generously 

provided by the Korea Copyright Commission and were the first to be introduced to readers in 

English. LTI Korea has produced these into e-books and distributed them freely through the 

iTunes application “20th Century Korean Literature” and LTI Korea’s e-book site(ebook.klti.

or.kr). Furthermore, LTI Korea plans to increase the number of books converted to e-books next 
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year and introduce them through Amazon and Google to reach more audience.

The most prominent achievement this year in the translation grants program was the 

publication of ten books of the Library of Korean Literature series by Dalkey Archive Press. The 

English and American publications have only been done selectively by university presses and 

small publishers without making a noticeable achievement. The publication of Library of Korean 

Literature series is historically meaningful that it shows the scale and diversity of Korean literature 

through different generations of the writers from Yi Kwang-su to Lee Kiho. LTI Korea expects to 

publish 10 more books for the second round of the series next year.

1. Translation and Publication Grants

1) Translation Grants

In 2013, LTI Korea provided 82 titles with new translation grants in 17 languages. 

Organized by genre, we supported 44 works in fiction, 14 in poetry, 6 in children’s literature, 15 

in the humanities and social sciences, and 3 in classic. Fiction titles composed a major portion 

of the grants, as in the previous year. Organized by the translated language, we supported 20 

titles in English, 7 in French, 6 in German, 6 in Spanish, 5 in Russian, 12 in Chinese, 8 in 

Japanese, 3 in Vietnamese, 3 in Italian, 3 in Czech, 2 in Mongolian, 2 in Swedish, and one each 
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in Greek, Romanian, Lithuanian, Turkish, and Portuguese. After LTI Korea started operating the 

<LTI Korea List of Books Recommended for Translation> and <Public Book Submission>, the 

translation grants applications, more or less 110 total, were regularly submitted every quarter. We 

selected outstanding translated works among all. The grants applications for English, Chinese, 

and Japanese increased noticeably.

Furthermore, LTI Korea has been dedicated to strict reviews of completed drafts to enhance 

the standard of the translated works selected for the translation grants. In 2013, LTI Korea 

requested editors from local publishers in the region of the target language and experts in the 

field to review 52 completed manuscripts in 8 languages. We provided deferred payments only to 

those drafts that passed this review and proceeded to arrange the publication overseas.

Along with this, LTI Korea also runs an editing program for manuscripts intended for 

publication in order to satisfy the demand for high-quality translations from foreign publishers 

and has proceeded with editing 4 manuscripts in 14 languages.
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2) Selection of Titles for LTI Korea List of Books Recommended for Translation

The LTI Korea List of Books Recommended for Translation selects books through the 

recommendations of general readers, through the outstanding books list selected by the Publication 

Industry Promotion Agency of Korea and Arts Council Korea, and through the evaluation of 

those books by the Selection Committee of the LTI Korea List of Books Recommended for 

Translation. Starting in the third quarter in 2013, we changed the book selection from half-

yearly to quarterly. We added to the list 59 titles including 36 titles in literature, 6 in humanities 

& social science, and 17 in young-adult & children's fiction. The full LTI Korea List of Books 

Recommended for Translation contains 889 works so far.
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3) Publication Grants

In 2013, the Publication Grants Program helped fund the publication of 54 books in 

14 languages overseas. Organized by genre, there were 40 books in fiction, 5 in poetry, 7 in 

the humanities including classic, 2 in children’s literature. Organized by language, 12 titles in 
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English, 10 in French, 3 in German, 3 in Spanish, 8 in Chinese, 2 in Japanese, 4 in Russian, 3 

in Vietnamese, 3 in Czech, 2 in Mongolian, one each in Arabic, Italian, Polish, and Portuguese 

were published. There has been a steady stream of publication in a variety of languages along 

with English.

Moreover, LTI Korea published Korean Classic Stories as a joint project with the Korea 

Herald. It consists of 5 volumes with 27 works that include folktales, fictions, and historical 

romances, which were never translated in any foreign language. This anthology was published 

by Seoul Selection and under the oversight of Professor Kim Hunggyu of Korea University. We 

expect it to be accessible to overseas readers through a foreign distribution network.
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2.  Publication of the Library of Korean Literature series by Dalkey Archive 

Press

The first round of ten titles of the Library of Korean Literature series co-sponsored by Dalkey 

Archive Press and LTI Korea was published in November, 2013. The publication of Library of 

Korean Literature series is the result after two years since the two parties signed the agreement 

contract to publish 25 titles in total in November, 2011. Above all, it was an exceptional case that 

Korean literature was published in the form of a series in the American publishing market where 

the translated publication only takes up 2% of the market. The series included major works by 

renowned and new writers of Korean modern and contemporary literature. The first round of 

published Library of Korean Literature titles are Park Wan-Suh’s Lonesome You, Kim Won-il’s The 

House with A Sunken Courtyard, Kim Joo-young’s Stingray, Hyun Ki Young’s One Spoon on This 

Earth, Jung Youn Moon’s A Most Ambiguous Sunday, Jang Jung-il’s When Adam Opens His Eyes, 

Jung Mikyung’s My Son’s Girlfriend, Lee Kiho’s At Least We Can Apologize, and Jang Eunjin’s No 

One Writes Back. This project’s scale is the biggest among all the publication projects in English 

and American publishing market to the present and has brought Korean literature to a worldly 

rank. It established itself as a groundbreaking achievement in terms of scale and diversity of 

Korean contemporary literature. 
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3. Establishing the Korean Literature Wave

1) Sample Translation Grants

LTI Korea has initiated the Sample Translation Grants in order to build a direct network with 

foreign publishing agencies and to establish the foundation of Korean Literature Wave through 

the strategic publication overseas since the year 2012. In 2013, we selected 21 novels by 21 

writers in total, translated these into sample manuscripts in English, and produced introductory 

biographies for each writer and work. We have included a number of titles from genre literature, 

young-adult & children's fiction, which are capable of drawing attention to Korea literature in 

the world market and reflecting the opinions of local and foreign publishers. 

In addition, LTI Korea requested foreign agencies and publishers to review sample 

manuscripts, in collaboration to effectively promote the manuscripts and draw positive attention.
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2) Grants for the Translation of Films and Performances

LTI Korea has reinstated this year the Grants for the Translation of Films and Performances 

that had been operated from 2008 to 2011. We signed an agreement with HANPAC (Korea 

Performing Arts Center) in 2013 and expanded our supporting organizations. LTI Korea also 

supported 26 titles, including 3 titles of edits for 5 organizations such as National Theater 

Company of Korea, Seoul Animation Center, Seoul Performing Arts Company, Korea Arts 

Management Service, and Korean Film Archive. 
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3) Korean Literature E-Book Production and Publication Grants

LTI Korea translated major Korean literary works published between 1910 and 1950 into 

English and published these in e-book format. The translated works consist of 20 short stories 

titles from 13 writers including Kim Yu-jeong, Kim Dong-in, Yi Kwang-su, and Chae Man-sik. 

In order to select titles, we were provided a list of works with terminated copyrights by Korea 

Copyright Commission. Among these works, LTI Korea selected the ones that had significance 

in literary history and that were interesting to read, but that had not been previously translated. 
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We included short commentary on the writers and the works in the first pages of each volume 

for the reader lacking knowledge of the writers and their era.

These works were introduced in the form of an Apple iTunes Store app “20th Century Korean 

Literature” in early January 2014. Furthermore, for Android users, the works are provided 

through the LTI Korea E-book website (ebook.klti.or.kr) and Amazon. By producing Korean 

literature e-books, LTI Korea has provided foreign readers with easy access to Korean literature 

in the changing environment for readers with access to smart devices.

On the other hand, we supported the e-book production of Korean literature for foreign 

publishers, which has been limited in distribution because they were only published in paper. 

Among the grants applications, LTI Korea selected 13 titles from 5 publishers, which signed 

the contract for the e-book publication with copyright holders. Among these titles, Bae Suah’s 

Highway with Green Apples, which was published through Amazon and covered in its weekly 

literary magazine Day One, was included.
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 Korean Literature International Exchange Programs

厦门文学

LTI Korea’s international exchange programs in 2013 brought Korean literature closer to 

diverse readers around the world through the LTI Korea forums, the international exchange 

planning projects, the Essay Contest on Korean Literature for Overseas Readers, and the Overseas 

Residency Program for Korean Writers and by sending Korean writers to major international 

book fairs and inviting foreign writers/journalists to Korea.
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The LTI Korea forums are a project launched to improve the recognition of Korean 

literature in overseas regions and to stimulate the circulation of Korean books by sharing the wide 

spectrum of ideas and opinions of Korean writers, translators, publishers, and journalists on the 

reception of Korean literature. In 2013, the forums were held in a total of six regions: the U.S., 

France, Germany, Argentina, China, and Japan. With these forums, we plan on expanding the 

foundation of Korean literature in base regions of the world’s major literatures and contributing 

to the localization of Korean literature in overseas regions in the future.

In addition, LTI Korea agreed to collaborate with the leading literary festivals held in major 

countries around the world in order to create an environment in which Korean literature could 

constantly be introduced to the center of world’s literature. We signed contracts for collaboration 

with Aldeburgh Poetry Festival of England and Istanbul Tanpinar Literature Festival of Turkey, 

and we sent Korean writers to the Saint-Louis Literary Festival of France and the Hong Kong 

Literary Festival of China. On the other hand, we invited literary reporters from Le Monde 

(France), Le Figaro (France), Wenweipo (Hong Kong, China), and Mainichi Shimbun (Japan) and 

supported them to report on Korean literature.

Furthermore, LTI Korea held the “2013 EU Translators’ Workshop” in Italy, the center of 

the world’s publication, for translators residing in Europe to discuss the problems surrounding 

distribution and the prospect of Korean literature translations in European regions. We 

simultaneously established the translators’ community for each region and laid the foundation 

for Korean literature’s entrance into the world market.

Along with it, we operated the Overseas Residency Program for Korean Writers, in association 

with the University of Iowa (US), Washington University (St. Louis, Missouri US), Université 

de Provence (France), Universität Wien (Austria), and Universidad de Málaga (Spain). We also 

held the Essay Contest on Korean Literature for Overseas Readers in 17 countries worldwide, 

expanding the reach of Korean literature.

In addition, LTI Korea prepared special issues on Korean literature in leading literary journals 

abroad, such as Azalea: Journal of Korean Literature and Culture (US), litprom (Germany), Po&sie 

(France), and Xiamen Literature (China). By doing so, we provided general information on 

Korean literature to professional readers, publishers, and Korean Studies scholars in their local 

regions. At the same time, we increased the chances of positive reception to the introduction of 

Korean literature in their local markets.
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1. Korean Literature Events Abroad

1) Korea-UK Literary Events

On April 12th and 15th, LTI Korea held Korean literature events at the University of Sheffield 

and the Korean Cultural Centre UK. We strengthened the foundation of Korean literature in 

England, which takes charge in an important role in the European publishing market. In these 

events, novelists Ch’oe Yun and Jung Young Moon participated. First, on the 12th we hosted a 

literary event on Korean literature for the first time at the University of Sheffield that has, rare 

in England, been providing Korea–related education courses systematically. On the 15th, Dr. 

Grace Koh of the School of Oriental and African Stucies (SOAS), University of London, hosted 

the Meeet the Authors: An Evening of Korean Literature  event held at the Korean Cultural 

Center UK. These events have become an opportunity to establish a wider spectrum of readers 

of Korean literature through meetings with general readers interested in Korean literature and 

Korean Studies students and scholars.

2) Korea-Mexico Literary Events

From November 30th to December 4th, LTI Korea held four different Korean literary events 

total at the Guadalajara International Book Fair (Feria Internacional del Libro de Guadalajara) 
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and the Universidad de Guadalajara. We held a session that introduced Yi Mun-yol’s The Bird 

with Golden Wings (El pájaro de las alas de oro) and Kim Ki-taek’s The Chewing Gum (El chicle) 

as well as the writers themselves; Daniel Bencomo and León Plascencia Ñol, renowned writers in 

the Spanish-speaking world, also participated as panelists. 

The diverse audience, such as publishers, journalists, general readers, and major media 

outlets in the Spanish-speaking world, such as Letras Libres and the Mexican TV channel Canal 

22, participated in all the events. By all this, we assured the enthusiastic interest in Korean 

literature in local regions.

3) 2013 EU Translators’ Workshop

On December 13th and 14th, LTI Korea held the EU Translators’ Workshop event at 

Sapienza-Università di Roma. This event was co-hosted by LTI Korea and the Department of 

Korean Studies at Sapienza-Università di Roma, which invited 10 Korean literature translators as 

well as field experts in 9 languages who resided in Europe, and shared ideas on the localization of 

Korean literature within Europe. In this event, the translators developed a profound discussion 

on the publication of Korean literature and the distribution of Korean literature translations with 

the topic, “How to Manage the Circumstance for Supply and Distribution of Korean Literature 

Translation Books.” Through the workshop, professional Korean literature translators from 

each country in Europe shared information on translation, discussed various questions related 

to translation and publication, and sought solutions. Furthermore, this was an opportunity to 

realize the importance of expanding the network of human resources and strengthening it for 

the future interactions among the Korean literature translators in European regions. The Korean 

Studies students in the region also attended as audience and discussed the present circumstances 

of Korean literature, its translation publication, and how to progress.
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4) Other Literary Events

In 2013, LTI Korea has offered diverse programs to promote the localization of Korean 

literature overseas through the Overseas Residency Program for Korean Writers, invitations to 

foreign professionals and experts, book launch events for Korean literature translations, support 

for special issues on Korean literature in journals overseas, and support for translators’ seminars.
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2. Overseas Literary Festival Participation

1) Germany: Leipzig Reads (Leipzig Liest) Literary Festival

From March 14th to 17th for four days, novelist Jo Kyung Ran attended the Leipzig Reads 

Literary Festival. This year, about 2,900 writers had reading sessions at 350 places all over the 

center of Leipzig, places such as bookstores, libraries, churches, galleries, and museums. Among 

others, the writer Jo Kyung Ran was interviewed at the booth of the leading European arts 

and culture broadcasting company, ARTE (Association Relative à la Télévision Européenne) for 

about an hour. This interview was, unlike the form of reading sessions with text, a time to 

explore the writer through questions about her as a writer and through communication with the 

audience. We realized the interest in a Korean writer as the audience broke out in applause in the 

middle of the interview. 

On the following day, March 16th, in the reading session of Tongue (Feine Kost) held 

at the booth of litprom (Geschellschaft zur Förderung der Literatur aus Afrika, Asien und 

Lateinamerika), the renowned stage actor Dorothee Krueger took on the reading and made 

the audience feel as if they had just seen a play. The editor of Diaphenes publishing house and 

the editorial board of German literary magazine LiteraturNachrichten, Thomas Wörtche, wittily 
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hosted the event and helped it rise to a climax. 

Unlike the Frankfurt Book Fair, which focuses on the copyright business, the Leipzig 

Literary Festival focused on the importance of the introduction to the writer and their work. 

Therefore, these events with the writer Jo Kyung Ran were an opportunity for her to demonstrate 

ability as much as she liked in this atmosphere. These events accommodated the local German 

readers especially because they were co-sponsored by litprom, which supports African, Asian, and 

Latin American literature in Germany and prepared a precious opportunity for Korean literature 

to naturally enter the world’s literature.

2) France: Saint-Louis Literary Festival

The two writers Cheon Un-yeong and Kim Un-su, who were invited to the Saint-Louis 

Literary Festival in France, met with French readers from May 3rd to 5th. The writers’ works, 

Farewell, Circus! (Adieu le cirque!) by Cheon and The Cabinet (Le Placard) by Kim were translated 

and each published by Serge Safran Editeures and Ginkgo Editeurs in French last April. This 

festival, held in the city of Saint-Louis in France, which is adjacent to both Basel in Switzerland 

and Freiburg in Germany, is the largest literary festival in the Alsace region. It celebrated its 30th 

anniversary this year. The two writers met with the readers not only from France but also from 

all over Europe through a book signing event and meeting with readers. In addition, through the 

literature café event (Café Litteraire), the writers had time to introduce in-depth their works and 

discuss them with the audience.

Aside from their participation in the Saint-Louis Literary Festival, the two writers met with 

numerous French readers that were interested in Korean literature through the book launch 

event and reading session at the Korea Culture Center in Paris (Centre Culturel Coréen à Paris) 

and introduced new trends in Korean literature.
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3) Mexico: Mexico International Poetry Festival

The Korean poets An Heonmi and Kim Keun visited Mexico from August 25th to September 

1st and met with local readers. The Korean literary events were held in Mexico City and in 

Saltillo, where the International Poetry Festival was held, in celebration of the one-hundred-and-

fourth anniversary of the death of Mexican poet Manuel Acuña. 

On August 26th at Casa del Poeta in Mexico City, the writers had a discussion about their 

works with Mexican poets working in the region as well as local publishers. Next day, on the 

27th, the poets met with professors and students of the department of Korean Studies at UNAM 

(Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México) and answered the questions of local students who 

were interested in the faraway country, Korea, and Korean literature. Between the 28th and the 

29th, the poets moved to Saltillo, the capital city of the state of Coahuila, and participated in 

the International Poetry Festival held every year to celebrate the leading poet Manuel Acuña, a 

native of the town. In this festival, the two poets participated in reading and interview sessions 

with poets invited from all over the world, such as Italy, Peru, Colombia, and Cuba, in addition 

to Mexico.

Through these events at the festival, we had an opportunity to expand the local readers’ 

understanding of Korean literature, including characteristics and perspectives of Korean literature.
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4) Spain: Málaga Korean Literary Festival

From October 26th to November 2nd, LTI Korea held Korean literary events in Málaga, 

Madrid, and Salamanca in Spain. In these events novelist Cheon Un-yeong, who was staying in 

Málaga for LTI Korea’s Overseas Residency Program for Korean Writers, gathered locally with 

novelist Kim Insuk so they could host the events together.

The Korean literature seminar at the University of Málaga (Universidad de Málaga) on 

October 28th was held as part of the fourth Korean Week October (VI Korean Week October) 

of the Department of Korean Studies and was designed with the topic “The Vision of Korean 

Women’s Literature.” Following the topic “The Appearance of Women in Korean Literature” 

by the keynote speaker Professor Kang Eun-kyung from the Department of Korean Studies at 

Universidad de Málaga, the writers’ lecture and Q&A session on That Woman’s Biography by Kim 

Insuk and Breath by Cheon Un-yeong continued. After the seminar, the ceremony of the 2013 

Essay Contest on Korean Literature in Spain was held with the assigned work of Cheon’s Breath.

On October 30th, we moved to Madrid and proceeded with an in-depth discussion with the 

Spanish woman writer Consuelo Triviño Anzola at the Korean Culture Center in Spain (Centro 

Cultural Coreano en España) about Korea-Spain literature. On the 31st, the lecture of the two 

writers was held at the MA seminar in the Department of Far Eastern Asian Studies at the 

University of Salamanca (Universidad de Salamanca). This event satisfied the practical requests 

from Spanish readers in collaboration with the Department of Korean Studies in the region, 

and it expanded the realm of discussion from Korean women’s literature to world’s women’s 

literature, checking up on the position of Korean literature once again among the world.
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5) Hong Kong: Hong Kong International Literary Festival

On two days, October 31st and November 2nd, novelist Kyung-sook Shin participated 

in a literary event at the Korean October cultural festival, “Festive Korea,” sponsored by the 

Consulate General of the Republic of Korea in Hong Kong and Hong Kong International 

Literary Festival. On October 31st, the literary event was held at the University of Hong Kong, 

and this event was an opportunity to introduce and promote the unique characteristics of Korean 

literature to Korean Studies students and readers in the region. We introduced Kyung-sook Shin’s 

literary style and the story behind the birth of the novel Please Look after Mom. The audience’s 

enthusiastic participation in the discussion and Q&A session was impressive.

On November 2nd, Shin’s solo event “Korean Literature: Found in Translation, ‘Kyung-sook 

Shin’,” at the Hong Kong International Literary Festival was a discussion session on the future of 

Korean literature and the crucial importance of translation for Korean literature to reach readers 

all over the world, as the event title showed. It was not only a meaningful opportunity to assure 

the enthusiastic interest in Korean literature and culture and Korean language in Hong Kong, 

but also to establish a connection with writers from each country and literature-related experts. 

Furthermore, through interviews with major media outlets in Hong Kong, such as Yazhou 

Zhoukan, Wenweipo, Mingpao Weekly, and South China Morning Post, we assured the exceptional 

local interest in Korean literature and the writer Shin.
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3. Residency Program for Translation Research in Korean Literature

LTI Korea invites Korean literature translators and translation related experts (Korean Studies 

and Translation Studies scholars, editors, and publishers) residing in overseas regions, and offers 

an opportunity for research to advance the understanding of Korean literature and culture. In the 

program’s seventh year, thirteen translators and experts of eleven different languages participated. 

These participants joined in various translation research programs including meetings with 

authors, literary trips, and translation seminars during one to two months of their stay in Korea, 

and they improved their understanding of Korean literature and culture.

The translators participating in the residency program discussed with Korean writers about 

their work through meetings with authors and literary trips and had an opportunity to grasp 

general trends of Korean literature through the events. In addition, on the literary trip with 
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an author, the participants visited the writer’s hometown or the region of the writer’s literary 

background, understood the writer’s literary perspective, and experienced the traditional 

Korean culture. Moreover, through the translation seminars, the translators’ meetings, and 

the international culture exchange program, the participating translators shared information 

on translation with each other, seeking solutions for the difficult problems in translation and 

establishing a cooperative relationship between translation experts. Such diverse experiences 

become the foundation of expanding and strengthening the translator pool through the network 

of translators, researchers, and experts. Furthermore, according to the requests of the participating 

translators, we actively supported individual research projects through a separate meeting with a 

writer or a critic and a cultural experience workshop program.

  Kim Aeran (July 24, 2013), Han Yujoo (July 31, 2013), Ha Seong-nan 

 (August 19, 2013), Lee Seung-U (October 28, 2013), Jo Kyung Ran (October 30, 2013),

 Kim Tae-yong (November 11, 2013), Kim Miwol (November 13, 2013)

   (August 22-23, 2013)

st Meeting for Participating Translators in the Residency Program (July 8, 2013)

nd Meeting for Participating Translators in the Residency Program (July 26, 2013)

Another Creative Writing” (August 14, 2013)

Book’s Overseas Reach and the Scheme for its Entering the World in the Future” 

(August 28, 2013)

Translation of Korean Contemporary Literature” (September 11, 2013)
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4. Overseas Residency Program for Korean Writers

The Overseas Residency Program for Korean Writers initially began in 2003 to support 

overseas literary exchange for Korean writers. This program continued this year, taking place at 

five institutions in four countries. Through the residency program, five writers were selected and 

placed with foreign institutions abroad as listed below.

The writers, who were sent to centers of overseas publications, stayed in the region, each 

from a minimum of three months to a maximum of six months between June and December 

depending on individual wishes, and participated in various lectures, literary events, and reading 

sessions. The participating writers actively interacted with the Department of Korean Studies, 

foreign writers, and publishers in each region and contributed to the localization of Korean 

literature overseas.
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5. Essay Contests on Korean Literature for Overseas Readers

The 2013 Essay Contests on Korean Literature for Overseas Readers were held in seventeen 

regions from sixteen countries on various assigned works of Korean literature. The contests 

started with three countries in 2005 and eventually expanded the spectrum of participants from 

not just Korean Studies students but also anywhere from junior high school students to general 

readers, and established itself as a major event leading and encouraging the overseas readers’ 

interest in Korean literature. This year, at the contests’ award ceremonies held in Germany, Italy, 

Spain, and Mexico; the writers of the assigned works personally participated in the ceremony and 

celebrated and encouraged the awardees. The participation of the readers from minor language 

groups such as Arabic, Turkish, Polish, and Czech stood out this year.
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6. The 3rd Korean Literature English Essay Contest

The Korean Literature English Essay Contest, operating with the purpose of sharing Korean 

literature that has been introduced all over the world through quality translations with foreigners 

residing in Korea, celebrated its third year. This year’s assigned works were three short stories: 

novelist Kim Junghyuk’s The Glass Shield, novelist Kim Ae-ran’s Knife Marks, and novelist Yoon 

Sung-hee’s Unfinished Words.

LTI Korea promoted the contest online and offline in major Korean graduate schools with 

international programs, interpretation and translation programs, and Korean language education 

programs, and areas known for having high traffic of foreigners in Korea from June to August 

for three months.. The essay submissions were received during the entire month of September 

via email, and we selected one grand prize winner and three excellent winners through screening.

The ceremony was held in LTI Korea’s auditorium on the fourth floor on December 26th in 

time to wrap up the year. The awardees received a scroll-type plaque complimenting them on 

their work as well as an additional prize. The four selected winners expressed that they hoped to 

have more Korean literature be translated in English so that they would have more chances to 

read Korean literature. They thanked LTI Korea for having a special experience writing an essay 

on Korean literature.
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 Fostering Professional Korean Literature Translators

As one of the main programs of LTI Korea, the Fostering Professional Translators Program 

has achieved its anticipated accomplishments in operating the LTI Korea’s Translation Academy 

in 2013. 

The LTI Korea Translation Academy, which was extended from the translation fellowship 

program that was started from 2003, has succeeded in producing numerous Korean literature 

translators after it was officially founded in 2008. Having strengthened the quality of its programs 

through the organization of diverse curricula and the expansion of our translation language 

groups, the LTI Korea Translation Academy is now established as the only literature translation 

education institute in Korea.

The translation academy consists of regular, special, and advanced courses of study as well as 
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the Translation Atelier, and each course focuses on its own specialized class. In the regular course 

in five languages, the nineteen students of the fifth session completed the course in June 2013. 

Twenty-three new students were selected for the sixth session and started a year-long course in 

September 2013. In the special course in seven languages, we have proceeded with a quality 

class for graduate students and fulltime employees who had difficulty attending the class during 

the weekdays, and forty-one students completed the course. The advanced course, along with 

a new course in Russian, offered intensified education for the students in five languages, and 

twenty students completed the course. The translators at the Translation Atelier, which selects 

outstanding students from the translation academy, also had an opportunity to gain diverse 

experiences through actual translation work. Nine of them were selected for the LTI Korea 

Translation Grants this year.

In 2013, we have tentatively proceeded with the “Translation Workshop with Writers,” 

along with the previously offered sessions of Meet with Author and Literary Trip. The workshop 

invites the writer of the assigned work for translation practice to the translation practice class to 

work together in the regular course. In addition, LTI Korea has strengthened training and field 

experience through offering cultural experience sessions for the foreign students with different 

cultural backgrounds in order to help them learn about Korean sentiments and understand 

Korean culture. By doing so, we tried to design the integrated curriculum dealing with Korean 

literature and the practice of translation, and this operation will continue next year as well.
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1. LTI Korea Translation Academy

1) Regular Course

The regular courses run for about fifteen hours each week during weekdays. This course 

recruits and is offered to both Korean domestic applicants and three foreign applicants for the 

training program for five language groups in total: English, French, German, Spanish, and 

Russian.

The regular course selects applicants who are native speakers of the target language, who 

reside overseas with qualified knowledge of Korean literature, and have the ability to translate. 

The training program offers airfare and room and board as a scholarship in order to foster 

professional translators. Moreover, we domestically recruit Korean and foreign students with 

translation ability.

In 2013, the nineteen students from the fifth session in five language groups completed 

the course and a total of twenty-three were registered for the sixth session: fifteen training 

program applicant students and eight domestic applicants. The students have been learning basic 

knowledge for Korean literature translation through classes of Korean literature and culture and 

translation theory, and they have learned about substantial translation practice. Having started 

in September 2013, these courses will continue for twenty-four weeks over two semesters until 

June 2014.

2) Special Course

LTI Korea Translation Academy’s Special Course runs once a week for two hours starting 

at 7 pm on a weekday. The course provides various classes, such as the translation practice and 
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“Meet with Author,” in seven languages: English, French, German, Spanish, Russian, Chinese, 

and Japanese.

In the sixth session of the special course in 2013, we selected forty-nine students out of one-

hundred forty-five applicants, who passed the three stages of screening: review of application, 

translation test, and interview. Forty-eight students registered and forty-one completed the 

course. For two semesters of twenty-four weeks each from April to December, we educated the 

students in translation practice training by translating a short story of Korean literature into their 

target languages. Furthermore, we offered a series of programs five times, including Meet with 

Author and Literary Trip.

3) Advanced Course

The Translation Academy’s Advanced Course was established for the students who 

successfully completed the translation academy and for new outstanding prospective translators 

who expect further training in translation. This course provides various programs for two hours 

biweekly at 7 pm, including translation practice training in five languages: English, French, 

Chinese, Russian, and Japanese.

In the fifth session of the Advanced Course in 2013, we selected twenty-seven students out 

of forty-one applicants through three screening stages (review of application, translation test, and 

interview). Twenty-six of them registered. We proceeded with the translation practice training 

education by translating a Korean short story into their target languages during twelve weeks 

over two semesters until December. In addition, we offered various programs including Literary 

Trip as well as the special course.
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4) Translation Atelier

In 2013, LTI Korea received applications from outstanding students who completed the 

courses at the Translation Academy and from others for the fourth session of the Translation 

Atelier, and appointed thirty-eight translators as Atelier translators through a screening process. 

The Translation Atelier translators discussed the ways to improve the quality of translation and 

the practical problems of translation through a monthly seminar arranged in different language 

groups with their advisors. We also offered meetings with professional translators of target 

languages and Meet with Author programs. Furthermore, during the one-year session, the 

Translation Atelier translators applied for the LTI Korea translation grants. Nine of them were 

successfully selected for the grants.
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2. Meet with Author/Literary Trip

LTI Korea Translation Academy’s event “Meet with Author” was held five times on a Friday 

from 7 pm to 9 pm for all the students of regular, special, and advanced courses, including the 

Translation Atelier translators. In the first semester, the students met with Novelists Yi Mun-yol 

and Pyun Hye-young separately and learned about their motivation and the background of 

their work. In the second semester, we offered several sessions. Novelist Kim Hoon explained 

the difference of nuance in using particles in Korean language, taking example sentences from 

Korean literary works. Novelist Eun Heekyung told the students about the status of history and 

the present of Korean literature and specifically answered the questions on her short story from 

the students in the translation practice training of the special course in German language. The 

last invited novelist for the year of 2013, Kyung-sook Shin unfolded stories about how she ended 

up writing Please Look after Mom, the journey and effort to write the story, and has mentioned 

that writing her novel Li Chin had contributed to finally writing her bestseller Please Look after 

Mom. 

On the other hand, for the classes of the intensive course students, we offered the “Translation 

Workshop with Writer” having the translation session of the students with the writer of the 

assigned book of the translation practice training for each language group twice a semester. 

In addition, we proceeded with Literary Trip so the students could have a profound 

understanding of Korean literature that they had only met with via texts. 

In June of 2013, the students for the fifth session in the regular course went on a literary 

trip to Jeongsun and Yeongwol, which had been the setting for Byeoreogok Station. They went 

with its writer Lim Chulwoo. The students who participated in the event learned about his 

literary perspective and general tendencies of Korean literature, and assured their position as 

prospective translators through networking with other translators. In October, foreign translators 

participated in the temple stay at Jeondeung Temple in Ganghwa. They learned and experienced 

the teaching of Buddhism, which permeates the life of Korean people. In November, the students 

participated in the “Special District Forum on Korean Literature” by invitation of the Culture 

Center of Jangheung, which inspired their literary sentimentality.
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3.  The 12th Annual International Workshop for Translation and Publication 

of Korean Literature

The 12th Annual International Workshop for Translation and Publication of Korean 

Literature was held in the COEX conference room on June 21st with the theme “New Strategies 

for Promoting Korean Literature World wide.” In this international workshop, we divided the 

essential strategies for the overseas promotion of Korean literature largely into two aspects, 
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“Concentration and Evolution.” Various experts, such as domestic and foreign publishers, 

translators, and literary critics, observed the current state through their perspective and 

sought specific and practical solutions. The workshop brought together keynote speakers, five 

overseas panelists and five from the domestic region. About a hundred people of the audience 

including publishers, writers, translators, scholars, and students participated and we assured their 

enthusiastic interest in Korean literature translation and publication.

Following the workshop in the afternoon, the ceremony of the 1st LTI Korea Distinguished 

Service Award in 2013 was held. The honorary award was newly established this year in order 

to honor the accomplishments and results of people or organizations that contributed to the 

introduction of Korean literature in overseas regions. We received recommendations in written 

documents on a person or an organization that contributed to the promotion of Korean literature 

overseas, maximum three people/organizations per recommender, and selected the awardees. In 

result, the first year awardees, the editor and publisher of White Pine Press Dennis Maloney who 

has been actively publishing Korean literature series, the publisher Marzena Stefanska of the 

only professional Korean literature publishing company in Poland Kwiaty Orientu, and the poet 

and assistant editor for the French poetry magazine, Po&Sie, Claude Mouchard who has been 

publishing Korean poetry in translation, were honored with the award. They were conferred a 

trophy with a prize of $3,300 each.



The LTI Korea’s 

Major Projects in 2013
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 Korean Books Pulishing Project

In 2013, LTI Korea <Korean Books Publishing Project> proceeded in the divisions of 

“Copyright Marketing Support,” “Establishment of Groundwork for Copyright Export” 

publishing the quarterly magazine list_ Books from Korea and the online newsletter plus+list, 

“Support for Copyright Export Agencies and Publishers” to support domestic agencies and 
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publishers, and “Publication Grants for Copyright Import” to support foreign publishers.

This year, LTI Korea attended five international book fairs including the Bologna 

International Children’s Book Fair (Italy), the Tokyo International Book Fair (Japan), the 

Beijing International Book Fair (China), the Frankfurt International Book Fair (Germany), 

and the Guadalajara International Book Fair (Mexico) to support the copyright export. We 

prepared the display booth for each book fair, showcased Korean literature books translated 

in the local language, and held events with writers. At the Tokyo International Book Fair, we 

hosted a discussion and literary event gathering with Korean and Japanese writers to celebrate 

the invitation as the guest of honor country and drew the visitors’ attention. On the other hand, 

at the Bangkok International Book Fair (Thailand), the Shanghai International Children’s Book 

Fair (China), and the Seine-Saint-Denis Children’s Book Fair (France), although we did not 

prepare the showcase booth we attended the book fair, observing the tendencies of the publishing 

industry overseas, and had meetings with major publishers.

Our quarterly magazine list_ Books from Korea, established in 2008 to effectively introduce 

Korean literature books overseas, published four regular issues in 2013. The main themes for each 

issue covered Korean children’s nonfiction in the spring issue (Vol. 19), Korean science fiction 

in the summer issue (Vol. 20), Korea's Apartment Buildings in the Autumn issue (Vol. 21), 

and “K-Moms” dealing with mothers’ appearance in Korean literature and culture in the winter 

issue (Vol. 22). In addition, we published the online newsletter plus+list every month, mailed 

the total of twelve issues to six-thousand foreign publishers and agencies, and have continuously 

introduced newly published Korean literature books even in the months not publishing our 

quarterly magazine.

The “Support for Copyright Export Agencies and Publishers” project mostly operated 

on the publication applications from the publishers/agencies preparing their copyright export 

overseas. The project, “Book Proposal Translation Service” supports book sample translation. 

We continuously operated the Advisory Board for Book Abstracts in Korean since last year and 

supported the publishers’ requesting advice to produce more effective proposals by collecting 

opinions from the experts in the field. In addition, for the connected project the Copyright 

Export Consultation Board, we carried out a survey on overall Korean Books Publishing Project 

targeting domestic and overseas publishers. Based on the result, we invited domestic publishers 

and held a conference.

For the “Publication Grants for Copyright Import” we received applications from foreign 

publishers this year as well and set up the scale of book support and grants through the evaluation 

process by the experts outside LTI Korea. Although the publishing industry is in recession all 

over the world, numerous foreign publishers have applied for the grants. We supported a number 

of publishers importing and publishing outstanding Korean books.
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1. International Book Fairs

1) Association for Asian Studies (AAS) Book Fair

LTI Korea attended the Association for Asian Studies Book Fair held in San Diego in the 

United States from March 21st to 24th. At the AAS annual conference, a large number of Asian 

Studies scholars participated from all over the world. Along with conferences on various topics, 

university presses and commercial publishers publishing Asian Studies-related books showcase 

their texts. In this year’s book fair, 1,700 Asian Studies scholars presented in the 373 sessions and 

about a hundred publishers participated at the exhibition. The major participating publishing 

companies were Cornell University Press, Columbia University Press, and Routledge. LTI Korea 

discussed the publication in the English language market of translation books through meetings 

with these publishers. In addition, on March 22nd LTI Korea hosted and held a reception for 

Korean Studies scholars and major publishers in North America to share information and 

exchange ideas.
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2) Bologna International Children’s Book Fair

LTI Korea participated in the 50th Bologna International Book Fair held from March 25th to 

28th. This year’s book fair, celebrating its 50th year, invited Sweden, home of Astrid Lindgren, as 

the guest of honor country. In the book fair, we displayed an introduction to different techniques 

in Korean picture books in the theme of “Korean Style: A Stylistic Guide to Korean Picture 

Books.” We exhibited 24 titles of picture books representing each technique. Unlike when we 

displayed and showcased within the Korean Pavilion since 2009, we showcased this year in the 

exhibition and the picture books for the first time, especially at the LTI Korea’s independent 

booth. On top of everything, we assured the rising tendency of interest of overseas children’s 

book publishers in the various story materials and techniques that the Korean picture books 

showed.

In this year’s book fair, Why Did Pinocchio Swallow the MacGuffin?’s Park Yeon-cheol, and 

One Day’s Yoo Ju-yeon, the winner of the 2012 BIB Golden Apple, joined together. At the LTI 

Korea booth in the hands-on activities and craft event with the visiting illustrators and publishers 

from each country, the two authors demonstrated “Making Paper Automata” and “Drawing with 

Chinese Ink and Brush.” Along with this event, LTI Korea created the “Young Illustrators’ Wall” 

as a separate promotion space for talented young Korean illustrators, which was to promote new 

Korean illustrators who could not attend the Bologna International Book Fair.

3) London Book Fair

LTI Korea attended the London Book Fair from April 15th to 17th. We showcased diverse 

Korean literature translated books, such as literature, the humanities, and children’s literature. 

We also distributed LTI Korea’s periodicals and booklets that introduce the organization, 

including LTI Korea’s quarterly magazine for publishers, _list: Books from Korea. During the 
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book fair period, along with the promotion of LTI Korea’s projects, we tried to expand our 

overseas network through meetings with foreign publishers, literary agencies, and directors 

of other literature related organizations. In addition, on the 16th, we held a Korean literature 

seminar with writers Ch’oe Yun and Jung Young Moon. Dr. Grace Koh chaired the seminar and 

Editor-in-chief of Orion publishing company Sophie Buchan participated as a panelist. They led 

an active discussion on the topics of writers’ life in Korea, reading tendencies in present Korea, 

major issues in Korean contemporary literature, and problems Korean writers face. Through this 

event, not only did we introduce Korean literature to UK readers in advance of Korea’s Market 

Focus Programme in the 2014 London Book Fair, but also set a cornerstone for entering English 

publishing market by establishing the network with local publishers and directors of the London 

Book Fair Organizing Committee.

 

4) Tokyo International Book Fair

LTI Korea participated in the Tokyo International Book Fair (東京国際ブックフェア) 

held for four days, from July 3rd to 6th. The Tokyo International Book Fair celebrated its 20th 

anniversary this year since its beginning in 1994. This year, approximately 1,360 domestic and 

overseas publishers and over 65,000 people attended the book fair. Moreover, Korea was invited 

as the guest of honor country for the book fair this year. It was the first guest of honor invitation 

to an Asian country for a book fair that had been picking its guest of honor among Western 

countries. 

At the guest of honor pavilion of Korea arranged with the theme, “Books Opening the 

Heart, Doors Opening the Future,” four special exhibitions were organized: “Conversation 

by Writing Goes A Long Distance,” which reviewed the cultural exchange between Korea and 
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Japan from Joseon Diplomatic Envoys to Japan to the Korean Wave; “Korea’s UNESCO World 

Heritage,” which introduced UNESCO Heritage lists of Korea; “Translation Exchange between 

Korea and Japan,” which presented books translated in both countries; and “Beauty of Korea,” 

which displayed a hundred books containing the beauty of Korea. Japan’s Prince Akishino visited 

the Korean Pavilion on the opening day and carefully picked up and looked at Park Kyung-Ri’s 

Land, published by Kodansha with the support of LTI Korea in 2011; this incident was reported 

through numerous media. On the other hand, visitors who were interested in Korean literature 

continuously flocked to the LTI Korea booth with the showcases of previously supported books 

published not only in Japan but also in overseas regions, the comparison of the published books 

of the invited writers of the two countries, and “Wish List to Read 50 Korean Books in Japanese” 

in collaboration with K-Literature Council in Japan.

5) Beijing International Book Fair

LTI Korea attended the 20th Beijing International Book Fair held from August 28th to 

September 1st. It is the biggest book fair in Asia, a large-scale event in which over 500 Chinese 

and foreign publishers and 50 countries from all over the world participate. During the book 

fair period, over 20,000 visitors gathered and about 1,000 cultural exchange events were held. 

At the LTI Korea booth, we displayed 47 books published with LTI Korea’s translation grants 

and publication grants, and we promoted our projects, distributing introduction booklets on 

the translation and publication grants. Furthermore, we handed out all twenty-two issues of our 

quarterly magazine _list: Books from Korea, and it was so well received by the visitors and the 

publishers that quite a few readers pursued to own previous issues or subscribe the magazine. We 

assured the overall interest of Chinese readers in Korean literature once again.
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6) Frankfurt International Book Fair

From October 9th to 13th, LTI Korea participated in the Frankfurt International Book Fair 

in Germany, the world scale international book fair. This year’s book fair set up the showcase 

booths of 7,300 parties of about 100 countries and its guest of honor country was Brazil. We 

showcased fifty-nine titles of books supported by LTI Korea’s translation and publication grants. 

In addition, we promoted Korean books and our projects by distributing the quarterly magazine 

_list: Books from Korea and the book excerpt collection booklet of children’s literature and novels. 

We also held meetings with fourteen publishers for seven countries including Germany, Czech 

Republic, Lithuania, Romania, and Egypt.

In particular, novelist Kim Young-ha participated in Open Books, the Frankfurt Literary 

Festival, held at the same time as the Frankfurt International Book Fair. He had a reading session 

at the Alte Nikolaikirche Cathedral in the city center in Frankfurt on October 12th. His novel 

I Have the Right to Destroy Myself (Der Sterbehelfer) was locally published right before the book 

fair. The Open Books is a festival that attracts the interest of many young German readers, and 

the event delivered a new world of Korean literature that the tone of the story of I Have the Right 

to Destroy Myself matched with the atmosphere of the European gothic church. Moreover, Kim 

Young-ha, who has already been favored because of the previous publications of Your Republic Is 

Calling You (Im Reich der Lichter), Black Flower (Schwarze Blume), and his short story collection 

A Strange Association (Ein seltsamer Verein), captured the audience with his unique witty talk. 

Through this event, LTI Korea offered an opportunity for the German readers to more vividly 

experience Korean literature and communicate with the author.
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FIL Niños

7) Guadalajara International Book Fair

LTI Korea attended the Guadalajara International Book Festival in Mexico, the largest 

book fair in the Spanish-speaking world, from November 30th to December 4th. LTI Korea has 

attended this book fair since 2006, held Korea literary events, and actively promoted Korean 

literature translation and publication. This year we presented Yi Mun-yol’s novels The Bird with 

Golden Wings/The Song under A Fortress (El Pájaro de las alas de oro/Canto bajo una fortaleza) and 

Kim Ki-taek’s poetry collection The Chewing Gum (El chicle).

On the other hand, the picture book author Suzy Lee was invited by the Book Fair 

Organizing Committee and was a keynote speaker for FILustra and participated in the workshop 

FIL Niños making décalcomanie with the local children from the topic in the book Mirror 

(Espejo). In addition, we held her autograph event meeting with the local readers and assured 

her huge popularity in South America.
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2.  Publication of list_ Books from Korea and the Online Newsletter 

plus+list

1)  Publication of the quarterly magazine list_ Book from Korea in foreign language 

from issue 19 to 22

LTI Korea has been publishing list_ Books from Korea, a quarterly magazine for publishers 

in foreign languages called to introduce Korean books to overseas publishers, since August, 

2008. list consists of exclusive features (Special Section, Author Interviews, and Theme Lounge), 

articles covering issues in publication culture (Publishing Trends and Trade Report), sections 

introducing selected books (Bestsellers, Steady Sellers, Reviews introducing new books, and New 

Books recommended by publishers) and presents about 120 books each issue. In 2013, four 

issues(Vol. 19~Vol. 22)were published.

Vol. 19 focused on the field of Korean Children’s Nonfiction with smart contents and 

pictures. We examined it into four different sections: “A New Horizon for Children’s Book 

Illustrators” (Korean Cartoons discovering new possibility and joy), “Reinventing the Children’s 

Nonfiction Series” (covering various fields and quality information), “Kids Warm Up to 

Nonfiction” (nonfiction books consisting of original contents and forms), and “Look Again, See 

More” (nonfiction picture books helping reconsider what is around). In the interview section, list 

met novelist Jung Young Moon and cartoonist Lee Woo-il. Furthermore, Vol. 19 covered “Seoul 

Gallery Tours” suggesting an alternative way of visiting Seoul, and the fast-growing Korean 

musical industry.

Vol. 20 featured the history and the current flourishing state of “Korean Science Fiction.” 

It specifically looked into “Chronicling Korean Science Fiction,” science fiction as a new literary 

possibility and science fiction seeking an alternative reality through experimental approaches, 

and “Children’s Science Fiction.” In addition, issue 20 featured the interviews with Korea’s giant 

literary critic Kim Uchang and novelist Choi Suchol, and the exclusive conversation between 

LTI Korea’s President Kim Seong-Kon and Dennis Maloney, Editor and Publisher of White Pine 

Press in the United States. Furthermore, it pursued an in-depth examination on the elderly in 

literature and introduced Mount Namsan in Gyeongju, the thousand-year old capital city of the 

ancient Silla Dynasty.

Vol. 21 focused on “Korea’s Apartment Buildings.” This issue investigated the topic of 

Korea’s apartment buildings in order to understand the particularity of Korea ranked first in 

the percentage of apartment residences in the world. It did so through a writer’s biographical 

essay, growing up as a knock-off apartment kid, through the sociological perspective of Korean 

society and apartment, through the structure and design of Korean apartment buildings from an 

architectural aspect, and finally through apartments reflected in Korean literature. In addition, 

list met the leading intellect of Korea, literary critic Lee O-young and novelist Cheon Un-yeong, 
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listening to their recent stories and discussing their noticeable works. It also presented how dating 

culture is depicted in Korean fiction. Furthermore, it covered the history of Gwangjang Market 

in Jongro, Seoul, and revisited the history and culture immanent to the space of “squares.”

Vol. 22 featured “K-Moms” in a special section. It explored the meaning of mother in the 

society and culture, specifically the symbol of mother in popular culture, mother in Korean 

literature, mother in transforming society, and mother as represented to a child. Through the 

interviews with poet Kim Hyesoon and novelist Lee Kiho, we also listened to the stories about 

their works. Along with it, list reported the colorful breathtaking views of Jeju Oreum and 

included articles on Korean Webtoons, which has demonstrated a new possibility in the field of 

cartoon, provided plentiful interesting contents.

list_ Books from Korea has built a reputation that it offers lived experiences and knowledge of 

Korean literature, culture, and trends in publishing markets to the readers in the world through 

the introduction to literature, the humanities, and children’s literature along with authors’ 

interviews, visits with publishers, issues on culture, and exclusive articles. With each issue, list 

establishes itself as a reliable media through presenting more interesting and further up-to-date 

information. All the articles of list can be found on webzine www.list.or.kr, on our e-book menu 

(ebook.klti.or.kr), and iPad app.

2) Online Newsletter Plus+list

In conjunction with the quarterly magazine list, LTI Korea sent out the online newsletter 

plus+list since November, 2011, in order to provide information on Korean books. In 2013, we 

emailed twelve issues in total each month from the issue 95 to 106 to 6,000 overseas publishers 

and agencies.

The newsletter plus+list has been drawing constant interest from publishers in overseas 

regions by introducing Korean books in various genres. Also, it has established a consistent 

systematic presentation network of Korean books online and offline with the quarterly magazine 

_list by immediately providing professional and practical information on domestic books.
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3. Support for Copyright Export Agencies and Publishers

1) Book Proposal Translation Service

The Book Proposal Translation Service is a project to support the translation of a publication 

proposal prepared by a publisher/agency in the process of negotiating the publication for the 

copyright export of a book. In 2013, LTI Korea supported 187 cases of book abstracts and 79 

sample translations for 30 publishers as well as agencies, and proceeded with the translation 

and edits for the selected abstracts and samples of works; including the commentary on the 

work, the writer, and the marketing information. The applicants with a flexible schedule for the 

preparation of the publication proposal were instructed to consult the Book Excerpt Advisory 

Board, which consisted of experts in publication outside of our organization. In addition, we 

supported 41 cases of book abstracts and company instruction of the 24 participants that made 

it to the 2013 Tokyo International Book Fair through the Korean Publishers Association.

2) Operation of the Copyright Export Council

LTI Korea operated the Copyright Export Council in order to provide consultations for 

the publication copyright export of domestic publishers and agencies. We conducted a survey 

about the overall Korean Books Publishing Project on 150 domestic and foreign publishers 

and agencies and shared the results. Also, we held a conference for publishers and agencies to 

encourage the publication of children’s literature that is not vigorously exported, comparing to 
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adult literature or picture books. Simultaneously, we gathered children’s literature writers, critics, 

and agencies and provided a workshop for them to motivate the export of Children’s literature in 

order to share their professional experiences with other publishers.

4. Publication Grants for Copyright Import

The Publication Grants for Copyright Import used to be called the Overseas Publication 

Grant until 2012. LTI Korea changed the project name in order to distinguish this project 

from the Publication Grants project for books that also received translation grants. This project 

supports overseas publishers importing copyrights of Korean books and publishing those books. 

We operated the project for the overseas publishers that published Korean books within 2013. 

We held the Selection Committee, which consisted of outside publishing experts who met three 

times a year, and supported 54 books of 52 titles for 28 publishers in 16 countries in total.

Due to the high percentage of applications from Chinese speaking countries, we supported 

many publishers from China and Taiwan. Nevertheless, we also received applications from other 

various countries over all so that we assured Korean books are constantly published all over the 

world. Particularly this year, we received a number of applications on diverse Korean books from 

English-speaking countries in Western Europe such as Germany, the United States, and England 

(where translation books make up a low percentage). Among these publishers, a large publishing 

company such as Penguin Group that applied for the publication of Hwang Sun-mi’s The Hen 

Who Dreamed She Could Fly was included.
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 Information Management  

According to Ericsson Mobility Report, one hundred million people in 2009, three hundred 

million in 2015, and over five hundred million in 2018 will access information using devices 

such as smartphones and tablets. By observing the changing ways in which people use their 

digital devices, and consume media, and live a certain life style, it is evident that the use of smart 

devices will grow even more, outpacing that of personal computers when connecting to the 

internet or the social network services, and situate itself as a trend. In an effort to accommodate 

foreign readers who are increasingly more accustomed to digital environments, this year our 

information and information technology management team focused on launching a new mobile 

web site and making information on Korean authors available through Wikipedia. 
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The most beneficial feature of the mobile web site is that by serving mobile version of 

pages catered to smartphones and tablets, it enables fast service and access to information even 

for mobiles devices that tend to have lower processing power. The construction of the mobile 

web site was carried out simultaneously with the redesign of the English and Korean versions 

of the main page of LTI Korea's web site in order to achieve a coherent design when providing 

information. 

As a part of the effort to introduce Korean authors utilizing the new media, this year the 

information on two hundred forty-two of the most important authors of Korean literature, 

from three hundred and fifty entries that include the ones in German, French and Spanish, 

was uploaded to Wikipedia. This addresses the oft-cited problems of scarcity and inaccuracy in 

the previously available information on Korean authors. By starting with Wikipedia, the third 

most frequently visited web site of the world, LTI Korea will continue to improve access to the 

information on Korean literature and authors through new media. 

The service of OPIA, the webzine dedicated to providing information on publishing in 

foreign markets, officially came to its end on the last day of December, 2013. The OPIA web site 

has provided high quality information regarding book fairs overseas, case studies on successful 

publications, and export of copyright for four years since 2010. However, for the convenience of 

users, the data will continue to be available for viewing through LTI Korea’s web site. 

In an effort to address the site users’ fear of misuse and abuse of private information and 

to provide a secure environment, LTI Korea has acquired the Certification Mark of Protection 

of Privacy Information through a third-party organization. Moreover, this year LTI Korea has 

achieved great successes in the area of digital conversion within and outside of the organization. 

For the first time since its establishment, LTI Korea received the rating of Outstanding in the 

evaluation of the process of digital conversion by the Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism 

of Korea.  
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Information Protection  

With the rapid evolution that has taken placed in Information Technology, the demand 

for access to, and consumption of, information through smartphones and smart devices has 

increased to match the demands from personal computers. In keeping with this change of 

environment, LTI Korea carried out the construction of its mobile web site and the acquisition 

of the Certification Mark of Privacy Information Protection during 2013. These are the areas 

that are directly related to the improvement of outside confidence in LTI Korea regarding the 

satisfaction and protection of users’ privacy information. 

The mobile web site will provide speedy and easy access to readers overseas who are already 

used to the digital environment information regarding Korean literature. The contents of the 

mobile web site of LTI Korea are arranged in such a way as to provide easy access to information 

about new publications overseas, a database of authors of Korean literature, and an introduction 

to various programs of LTI Korea that support the efforts to disseminate Korean literature. The 

mobile web page of LTI Korea can be reached at http://m.klti.or.kr. 

In this redesign phase, the correspondence between the Korean and the English versions 

of the pages was achieved. Also, by including links to the quarterly _list, T-magazine, and the 

information in possession of LTI Korea Library, dedicated to the translations of Korean literature, 

the users are given the opportunity to access diverse information through the LTI Korea web site. 

On the other hand, LTI Korea has completed the implementation of technical measures to 

ensure the protection of privacy information with the support of Ministry of Culture, Sports and 

Tourism. In order to give users the confidence in LTI Korea as an organization that places great 

importance on their private information, LTI Korea completed implementing all the technical 

measures and acquired the Certification Mark of Privacy Information Protection. LTI Korea will 

continue its relentless effort to incorporate the opinions of the site’s users through a continuous 

process of renewal and provide information on Korean literature and its translations in the hopes 

of maintaining its status as an authoritative and abundant source. 

ePRIVACY
개인정보호우수사이트
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LTI Korea launched the “Korean literature on Wikipedia Project” in order to improve 

the accessibility to the information related to Korean literature and also to effectively service 

the introductory material accumulated over various exchange programs. Wikipedia is a web-

based encyclopedia in multiple languages. This year three hundred and fifty articles (in English, 

German, Spanish, French, Japanese, Arabic and Polish) about Korean authors and Korean 

literature were uploaded to Wikipedia in its corresponding languages. The break down by 

language consists of two hundred and forty-two articles in English, numbering the most articles, 

sixty-three in German, twenty in Spanish, eleven in French, nine in Japanese, three in Arabic 

and two in Polish. 

According to a recent internet marketing analysis, 84% of all internet users of the world use 

Google’s search engine when searching the internet, and the probability of a Wikipedia article 

being listed within the top three of the search results reach 88.8%. Therefore, this inclusion 

of three hundred and fifty articles about Korean literature in the Wikipedia of corresponding 

languages brings the information closer to the users and increases the accessibility of the 

information. This also is in keeping with the openness of public data, one of the central objectives 
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of the governmental policy, Government 3.0. 

Due to the particular character of Wikipedia, which strives to foster collective intelligence, 

which allows modification and addition of data by anyone, constant and persistent monitoring 

and updating is necessary. As such, while this phase of the effort was focused on providing what 

may be considered introductory information on Korean authors, the future phase will be devoted 

to registering information gathered from variety of authoritative sources. The new information 

will include the authors’ essays, articles by foreign press and multimedia (photographs, videos) 

contents. These additions will bring LTI Korea’s Wikipedia project to better serve its goal of 

functioning as the important passage through which Korean literature will be made available to 

the world. 

3. OPIA: Overseas Publication Information Access 

OPIA (Overseas Publication Information Access, http://opia.klti.or.kr), the webzine 

dedicated to providing information on publishing in foreign markets, continued collecting 
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information on publication overseas of Korean literature and incorporating the information 

in its database for publishing houses and agencies within Korea during 2013. It published its 

inaugural issue in October 1st, 2010 to support export of copyrights of Korean publications.

OPIA, the webzine, featured sections titled “Trends in World Publishing Market,” “List 

of Best Sellers Overseas,” “Information on Publishing Houses Overseas,” “Korean Literature 

Published Overseas,” “Scenes from Book Fairs,” “Basic Information on Copyrights,” and the 

information in the sections “Trends in World Publishing Market,” “List of Best Sellers Overseas” 

and “Information on Publishing Houses Overseas” were organized into regions (English-speaking 

region, Europe, Asia, etc.). 

There were three hundred and twenty-one news briefs and thirty-one full-length articles 

with detailed information listed in “Trends in World Publishing Market.” The articles on overseas 

publishing houses, international book fairs, copyright practices were continuously updated; and 

based on this information six newsletters in all, from issue 15 to issue 20, were published. 

Also, the bibliographic information contained in “Korean Literature Published Overseas” 

section of OPIA was submitted to Index Translationum, the compilation of published translations 

from all around the world published by UNESCO. Index Translationum requests submission 

of current data by national libraries and related organizations through its committees in each 

country every year. 

The OPIA project that operated for the past three years has come to its completion on 

December 31, 2013. During those three years, OPIA provided information on publishing 

markets overseas to Korean publishers and sought to maximize the use of the information in 

other projects of LTI Korea. The information accumulated during the operation of the project 

will continue to be available through the LTI Korea’s web site. 
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 LTI Korea Library
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1. LTI Korea Library Operation

The LTI Korea Library that opened in 2007 constantly collects Korean literature translation 

books and supports the research on Korean literature translation works by offering those books 

to translators and researchers. This year, the library concentrated on the activities as the only 

“Archive of Korea literature” in the world with the collection of translated Korean literary works 

from the 1880s to present, introducing Korean books overseas.

First in 2013, as the priority project, the LTI Korea Library published the bibliography 

of 2,800 titles of Korean literature translation books in 37 languages all over the world. This 

bibliography was organized for the first time since we published the “List of Korean Literature 

Translation Bibliography” on 949 titles in 18 languages, after requesting the research on the 

bibliography of Korean literature translation to Research Institute of Korean Studies at Korea 

University when LTI Korea was formerly the Korean Literature Translation Fund back in 1996. 

Afterwards, when LTI was founded in 2001, we requested the Institute of European Society and 

Culture at Yonsei University and began the “Establishment of Korean Literature Translation 
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Bibliographical List Database Project.” Therefore, we prepared the database for the 1,563 titles 

in 26 languages of the bibliography. Based on this information that LTI Korea has collected, we 

applied the bibliographic information of the Index Translationum published by UNESCO in 

2011.

The bibliographical information and materials have accumulated during the last ten years, 

starting from the Korean Literature Translation Fund, then being transferred to the LTI Korea 

Library established in 2011. It has been open to the public since then. The publication of the 

bibliography has been translated in various languages in the last 120 years, but the achievement 

of the researchers who worked hard on collecting the information and materials scattered all 

over the world was immensely helpful. However, this project is yet to be completed and we will 

constantly supplement the bibliography and continuously collect the translated books. Along 

with it, we need to establish rigorous principles and unity for recording the bibliographical 

information. We expect it to accompany the research on orthography for the names of publishers 

and the last and first names of translators and writers in diverse languages.

Therefore, LTI Korea Library established the Official Database of Korean Writers' 

Romanized Names  of 445 Korean writers whose book, at least one, has been translated and 

published overseas. In this project, in addition to the information we have been adding since 

2005, we gathered the “preferred name” in English of 323 writers of Korean literature through 

inquiry by email, text message, and telephone. Also, we conducted a thorough inspection on the 

orthography of writers’ names written differently in each translated Korean literature book in 

various languages, based on the List of Korean Literature Translation Bibliography. Furthermore, 

we intended to provide the Authority Control a file enabling to search the corresponding writer 

with any different orthography by offering this data to major libraries, such as the National 

Library of Korea and National Assembly Library. The established Official Database of Korean 

Writers' Romanized Names  is accessible through LTI Korea LIB Guide page http://klti.

libguides.com/author_name. We will continue to promote this database in order for publishers, 

translators, and libraries to widely use it in the future.

For information collection, LTI Korea Library extensively researched overseas exchange 

literary events for the last thirteen years. We collected the Korean literature writers’ introduction 

information produced in various languages as well as the materials for each different literary 

event. This collection of information includes the original articles on Korean writers in overseas 

reports and the writers’ written keynote speech at the LTI Korea forums. In 2014, we will 

concentrate on enabling a service to share this information with domestic and foreign users.

In addition, we conducted a test operation of LTI Korea Library’s LIB Guide and established 

the basis that would enable us to provide various services for overseas users. We are now capable 

of actively offering the service for LTI Korea Library’s references and information through the 
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newly introduced LIB Guide page (http://klti.libguides.com/ltilibrary). In 2014, we expect 

to expand the functions in the current Korean language website and launch the new English 

language website through the official LTI Korea Library Establishment Project.

On the other hand, the library subscribed to 68 titles of domestic and overseas periodicals in 

the fields of literature, culture and arts, and publishing. It includes not only the major domestic 

literary journals, but also the leading overseas literary journals, such as World Literature Today 

and The New Yorker, and we also offered the periodicals in digital form. Also, we prepared the 

multimedia section in the library and created the environment to use visual and auditory objects 

including DVDs and CDs. In particular, the library is now equipped with movie DVDs related 

to Korean literature or based on Korean literature, and ready for library visitors to experience 

Korean literature in more diverse ways and attract their interest.

In 2013, the LTI Korea Library actively participated in events that expand the mutual 

exchange with domestic and overseas libraries. By connecting with Seoul Metropolitan Library, 

we launched “the Korean Literature Translation Book Collection” in the Global Collections on 

the fourth floor of the Seoul Metropolitan Library, and held “A 120-year History of Korean 

Literature in Translation Exhibition.” In addition, we networked with professional libraries all 

over the country as a member of the Korea Special Library Association, we participated in the 

50th Korean Library Association General Conference held in last October, and promoted LTI 

Korea and our LTI Korea Library to the former president of the American Library Association 

and the president of the Japan Library Association. Furthermore, we signed the contract with the 

National Assembly Library on the “Mutual Collaboration Agreement of Intellectual Property” 

and can provide the use of the bibliography and the full text database of the National Assembly 

at the LTI Korea Library.
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2.  Seoul International Book Fair/A 120-year History of Korean Literature 

in Translation Exhibition

In 2013, our library has been active in various exhibitions domestically and in overseas with 

the title, “A 120-year History of Korean Literature in Translation” throughout all year.

At the Seoul International Book Fair held from June 19th to 23rd, we showcased about 

150 titles including the chronological list containing the major events in “A 120-year History 

of Korean Literature in Translation,” the antique books in translation, and the contemporary 

Korean literature translation books. The exhibited works included the Korean Tales, which were 

the first Korean oral literature texts introduced overseas in 1889, and Kim Man-joong’s The 

Cloud Dream of the Nine, A Korean Novel, which was translated into English by a Canadian 

missionary named James S. Gale in 1922. Along with it, we screened videos containing Korean 

literary works and overseas Korea literature exchange events, and offered a visual presentation 

through a world map with the statistics of Korean literature translation books in each language 

group all over the world.
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LTI Korea also did interviews to promote “A 120-year History of Korean Literature in 

Translation” through Kyeongin Ilbo newspaper, blogs on major portal sites, and TBS FM Radio. 

In addition, as a result of our survey of the visitors of the LTI Korea booth, 96 in total responded 

and about 85% of them evaluated us positively. We had a number of comments expressing that 

it was a good opportunity to view the history of Korean literature in translation all together and 

helpful to know Korean literature was introduced overseas a long time ago.

At the Seoul Metropolitan Library, we held a special exhibition titled, “A 120-year History 

of Korean Literature in Translation Exhibition: Introducing Korea Literature to the World,” for 

13 days from October 15th to 27th. LTI Korea exhibited 400 titles of Korean literature translation 

works and 20 photos of Korean literature exchange events overseas and screened the making of 

“Celebrating the 120-year History of Korean Literature in Translation.” In this exhibition, 4,026 

visited in total. It was introduced through 22 major media including the Hankyoreh newspaper, 

Yonhap News and the documentary program of MBC (Munhwa Broadcasting Corporation) 

titled Four Colors of Culture. 

In result of the survey by the visitors at the Seoul Metropolitan Library exhibition, 106 

visitors responded and the 92% of them evaluated this exhibition positively. The numerous 

visitors found the exhibition amazing and felt proud; a number of respondents commented that 

it was a meaningful event for them in appreciation of the experience. 

LTI Korea also promoted Korean literature in overseas regions through the showcases of 

Korean literature translation works. We participated in the 26th AKSE (Association for Korean 

Studies in Europe) conference held in Vienna, Austria, from July 6th to 9th and held the exhibition 

in the AKSE conference hall. We drew interest in Korean literature by showcasing about 50 titles 

of Korean literature translation books and screening related videos at the conference hall where 

Korean Studies scholars in Europe gathered together. In result of the exhibition, we invited 

33 Korean Studies scholars in European regions as new members of the LTI Korea Library 

and offered an opportunity to attract the conference participants’ interest in various LTI Korea 

projects.

We will be devoted to introducing the translated Korean literary works in 33 languages to 

many diverse people including overseas readers and Korean Studies scholars in every corner of 

the world by holding various exhibitions.
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3. Domestic and Overseas Book Donation Programs

The LTI Korea Library donated 4,659 books in 4,177 titles to 142 organizations and 

institutes by receiving desk copies of books published overseas with the support of LTI Korea, 

for the domestic and overseas promotion of Korean literature translation books and to support 

the domestic disadvantaged groups including the domestic multicultural homes. In addition, 

the library supported various Korean literature translation books showcases of international 

book fairs including the Leipzig International Book Fair (Germany) and the London Book Fair 

(England). 

The Book Donation Programs in 2013 operated into two sections: domestic and overseas 

programs. In the case of a domestic donation program, the library focused on supporting 

the regions with high demand of foreigners residing domestically or a support program for 

multicultural homes. Therefore, we mostly donated books to the libraries of multicultural 

schools, multicultural libraries, guest houses, international schools for foreigners, the Central 

Officials Training Institute, and the Korea Military Academy. In particular, we donated 959 

books in 858 titles in 31 languages to the Global Collections at the Seoul Metropolitan Library’s 

fourth floor where it has a large flow of people, including foreign visitors, and prepared the 

Korean Literature Translation Book Collection. Along with it, the library distributed books to 

foreign experts visiting Korea and reports of major overseas media, and actively supported the 

introduction of Korean literature overseas.

In the case of overseas programs, through the Hub Library Members program operating 
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through major libraries, we approved 20 more members in 15 countries in 2013. Thus, the Hub 

Library Members now has 27 members in 16 countries in total. We will continue to recruit 

members from the libraries all over the world in order to draw attention to Korean literature in 

each place in the world and create demand for Korean literature by proving a bibliography for each 

language group along with the book donation programs. By doing so, we will support each member 

in various ways for them to function as independent centers introducing Korean literature.
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 Collaboration Agreements/Cultural Enrichment

 Conference of National Assembly

1. Collaboration Agreements with Domestic and Overseas Organizations

LTI Korea signed in 2013 24 collaboration agreements with domestic and foreign 

organizations of culture and arts, education, publication, and media. Through these agreements, 

we are able to actively aid the progress of outstanding Korean culture and arts contents, 

translations, publication and exchange programs, and lead towards overseas localization of 

Korean literature and culture. Therefore, we have helped the flourishing of Korean literature 

and culture through the collaboration agreements with 53 domestic and foreign organizations. 

The main content of the collaboration agreements in 2013 is largely divided into the 

Cultural Contents Translation Grants (Korea Arts Management Service and HANPAC, 

Hanguk Performing Arts Center), the invigoration of the major overseas publishers’ Korean 

literature translation publications (White Pine Press: the U.S., the SUNY Press: the U.S., and 

Argo Publishing Company: Czech Republic), the publication of Korean Classic Stories series 

(LTI Korea and the Korea Herald), the establishment of the foundation for localization of 

Korean language and literature in the world (Arts Council Korea and the King Sejong Institute 

Foundation), and the strengthening of the network with major overseas literary festivals (The 
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Berlin Literary Festival: Germany, the Aldeburgh Poetry Festival: England, and the Saint-Louis 

Literary Festival: France). Through these, we have accomplished noticeably, such as supporting 

30 cases of the translation grants for the Korean culture and arts contents expanding to overseas 

regions, the publication of The Korean Voices Series by White Pine Press, the publication of the 

Korean Classic Stories Series with the Korea Herald, and the establishment of the translation book 

collection at the Seoul Metropolitan Library in 2013. We expect the outcome of the collaboration 

agreements to emerge in our overall projects from 2014.
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2. Cultural Enrichment Conference of National Assembly

“The Cultural Enrichment Conference of National Assembly through Korean Literature 

and Culture and Arts Translation” was held at the Seminar Room 1 at the Congress Center on 

September 6th, 2013. It was co-sponsored by LTI Korea and the office of the congressman Kim 

Jangsil. The keynote speaker was the literary critic Kwon Youngmin, and the director of Korean 

Film Archive Lee Byung-Hoon and novelist Park Chan-soon participated as panelists. Also, the 

president of Korea Arts Management Service Jung Jaewal joined the discussion. The conference 

collected the general opinions of the fields of arts and culture for the expansion of the function 

of LTI Korea.

There was an audience of 120 people including Korean literature translation experts at this 

event and had a meaningful opportunity to contemplate and discuss the role and the importance 

of LTI Korea.
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About LTI Korea

1. History

May 6, 1996 Korean Literature Translation Fund founded

March 2, 2001 Literature Translation Institute of Korea (LTI Korea) founded

Jan 27, 2005 Enactment of the Culture and Arts Promotion Act

 Officially granted the status of a government agency

Sept 27, 2005 LTI Korea special accredited corporation

March 14, 2006 Relocated to Samsung-dong, Gangnam-gu (Yeongdong-daero 112-gil, 32)

April 2008 Established the LTI Korea Translation Academy

March 17, 2010 Relevant statutory provisions transferred

 (Publishing Industry Promotion Act, article 20, section 2)

May 6, 2011 Tenth Anniversary of LTI Korea
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2. Divisions and Functions

Management & Administration Team:

Supervises human resources affairs and employee training, asset management, accounting 

and settlement of accounts, purchases and contracts, and other related matters including salaries, 

insurances, taxes, and facility management.

Division of Translation and Publication

English Team/E-Book Team / 

Manages English translation and publication support to maintain and encourage consistent 

publications of outstanding Korean literature translations in the North American market, 

which influences the world publishing market. Seeks the expansion of the acceptance of Korean 

literature through establishing the Korean Wave for literature, video, and performances. Provides 

translation support, E-Book production support, and exchange programs for English speaking 

countries.

Europe & Asian Languages Team /

Provides exchange programs overseas, including literary exchange events and support for 

cultural exchange events. Participates in the international book fairs and provides support for 

translation purposes of the copyrights export of Korean literature in order to build support for 

Korean literature in European and Asian countries. Supports Korean literature translations and 

publications in European and Asian countries.

Division of Planning & Coordination

Cultural Exchange & Public Relations Team /

Manages domestic events, such as the International Korean Literature Translation and 

Publication Workshop, the Korean Literature Translation Awards, the Korean Literature 

Translation Contest for New Translators, and the Seoul International Writers’ Festival, in order 
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to expand support for Korean literature translation and overseas publication. Supervises the 

quarterly magazine, _list: Books from Korea, in English and Chinese to introduce  Korean books  

overseas and promotional programs to improve domestic and international visibility for LTI 

Korea.

Policy Planning Team /

Supervises the development of the budget for LTI Korea’s programs, mid-and-long term 

initiatives in plans in cooperation with relevant organizations (The National Assembly, the 

Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism, the Ministry of Strategy and Finance, and organizations 

affiliated with the Ministry of Culture, Sports, and Tourism), articles of association and rules 

and regulations, the board of trustees, management evaluations, audits, and disclosures of 

information.

Division of Education & Information

Education & Research Team /

Supervises the LTI Korea Translation Academy, fostering professional translators, recruiting, 

and training qualified Korean literature translators. Encourages connections among student 

translators through general supervision of students in all courses. Provides opportunities for 

outstanding students who have successfully completed courses of study (through, for example, 

Translation Atelier).

Information & Technology Team /

Builds and maintains the online LTI Korea portal, sets up and executes the mid-and-long 

term goals for IT, helps provide comprehensive information on Korean literature and books 

to domestic and foreign publishing markets by strengthening connections and providing new 

content designed for social media.

LTI Korea Library /

Supervises the collection of Korean literature translations in various languages, archives for 

various purposes, including the promotion of Korean literature overseas, related materials for 

the author database, and periodicals. Ensures equal distribution donated Korean translations 

through the book donation program to overseas universities who are Hub Library Members.

LTI Korea Translation Academy /

Provides three different courses with practical curricula to foster professional translators 

of Korean literature: regular (in seven language groups), special (in five language groups), 

and advanced (in five language groups). Administers all courses, including recruitment and 

selection of domestic and foreign applicants and students. Oversees student programs, including 

opportunities to practice translations and meetings with Korean authors.
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